
Discover

Insp i rat i on
Nadine Owens Burton believes in providing
workshops and seminars that inspire and
entertain as well as providing a quality
educational experience.

Inplementat i on
In addition to information and inspiration,
workshop and seminars from OBC provide
strategies for implementation that
attendees can use immediately.

Informat ion
Workshops and seminars from Owens
Burton Consulting provide research
supported information, theories, and best
practices for continuous improvement.

One of Many Excellent
Workshop Options Available
from Owens Burton Consulting

www.owensburton.net
302-449-2131

nburton@owensburton.net
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The Choices You Make
One of the most important choices we make is the choice to change,
the choice to improve.  We can only improve when we know,
understand, and learn from our data.  Our data can be as simple as a
basic count or as complex as advanced statistics. 

The Attitude You Project
Our attitude is made up of what we think, what we feel, and what we
do. Improving our personal and professional lives requires examining
our attitudes and the attitudes of others.  This knowledge is helpful
when attaining and sustaining improvement.

The Relationships You Cultivate
We are known and influenced by those with whom we associate.  In
addition, when seeking to make improvements, we must assemble our
team of human resources.  We must have relationships with mentors,
partners, and knowledgeable influencers.

The Effort You Exert
We show we care thorough our efforts, where we choose to focus our
attentions. When seeking to improve, our efforts must have flexibility.
As momentum fluctuates, and our efforts are impacted by our
motivations, we must make changes to our improvement strategies

What Do You Care About?  Does It Show?

When you care about something, it shows. 
It shows in the Choices you make, the Attitude you

project, the Relationships you cultivate 
and the Effort you exert. ™
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